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The next Assembly 181 meeting
is Thursday, April 2, 2020,
when Magic Mike Dziubas will
lead a workshop on Sponge
Magic.
Mike Dziubas aka Magic Mike
started as a prodigy of fellow
Assembly 181 member, Dennis
James, and has been performing
magic on his own for over 15
years. Dziubas says James
taught him to build his show
around presentation rather than
sleight of hand. “Most audiences
don’t care how much skill you have, they just want to be
entertained,” he says.
Following the workshop, we will open the stage to others to perform
in our “No Judgment Zone”, so bring
something to share.
Society of American Magicians
Assembly 181 of Hightstown meets the
first Thursday of every month,
September through June at the First
United Methodist Church, 187
Stockton Street, Hightstown, NJ
08520. Doors open at 7:00 PM.
Workshops start at 7:30 PM.
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From the President
For the next few months, this editorial will be dedicated to
different aspects of the performance of magic. What will be
expressed is my opinion only and I’m sure I will offend some
who think otherwise. I feel certain that some who read this
newsletter will agree, and some will disagree, so my risk level
is low. I may reference a writer or two and I may paraphrase
things that I read and not remember exactly where I read it. The
results though should be interesting.
If I were to ask you to think of a famous spy, you more than likely
will think of James Bond, aka 007. If I were to ask you to think of
someone who is brave, you can’t help but think of someone in the armed forces, the police or
fire department. If I ask you to think of a modern well-known magician or mentalist most will say,
David Copperfield, David Blaine, Chris Angel, Derren Brown, Oz Perlman, and Asi Wind. I would
then ask you, what do they all have in common?
The answer quite plainly is that they all look and act the part. For whatever reason, we have
been conditioned to envision what individuals should look and act like. Would Derren Brown be
as successful if he looked and acted like Chris Farley in Tommy Boy? I think not! Derren
Brown’s success is inextricably connected to the way he acts, speaks and appears both on and
off stage. People have an innate sense of what individuals should appear to be and anything
that does not match up to these criteria forms a disconnect. If there is a mismatch, they just don’t
see that person as real. In this editorial series about magic performance, I think dress should
be addressed first and foremost.
Have you looked in the mirror lately? What do you see? Aside from a possibly aging face and
body, are you dressed to perform? I am not referencing what you wear at a local club to meet
your friends. I am referring to your performance attire. If your performance dress is anything
other than a “costume”, there are some hard questions you need to ask yourself. Once you ask
them, they need to be answered in an honest way. Look at what you think is proper performance
attire and ask yourselves these questions:

•

Is what I am wearing appropriate for my age?

•

Is what I am wearing the right choice for my physique?

•

Is what I am wearing properly fitted for my physique?

•

Is what I am wearing the best for the venue I am performing in?
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•

Is what I am wearing the best for my style of magic/mentalism?

•

Is what I am wearing representative of my performing persona?

•

Is what I am wearing clean and well pressed?

•

Is what I am wearing coordinated properly?

•

Is what I am wearing worn, threadbare and need of replacement?

•

Is what I am wearing out of style or dated?

•

Is what I am wearing campy, corny or cliché?

If you have not asked yourselves these questions in the last couple of years, it may be high time
you do. Whether you realize it or not, you were already judged, liked or disliked, before you
started to perform. It is human nature, accept it. If you can not answer the above questions for
yourself perhaps you should seek advice. You can start with some friends at the local club. You
can also go to the local specialty clothing stores and seek advice; they will be more than happy
to help. If you even think that you fail in even just one of these criteria you can possibly be
dressing yourself out of work. At one point a decision needs to be made, are you going to take
corrective action or not?
If you are truly considering performing magic as a career, full or part time, an honest evaluation
of your appearance, speech, education and approach is necessary if you want to play the part.
Although there are many factors that come into play such as weight control, hygiene, healthy
eating, poor habits, grooming and other aspects of appearance, the easiest and fastest to
improve is dress. I will be addressing several of the above-mentioned attributes in future
editorials but for now here are some reference material to get you started on the road to sartorial
success:
•

Dressing the Man, The Art of Permanent Fashion by Alan Flusser

•

Dress Code: A Man’s Guide to Personal Style – Esquire

Coda: The questions above where compiled from concepts and ideas expressed in the following
sources: Maximum Entertainment, Win the Crowd, The Approach, Showmanship for Magicians
and Inspirations
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SAM 181

SAM 181 President

Stephan Sloan
stephansloan10@gmail.com

Vice President

David Zboray
dzboray@aol.com

SAM 181 Treasurer

Dennis Thomas
DennisG514@aol.com

SAM 181 Secretary

Mitch Geier
mg@cecg.com

Contact SAM 181

info@magicsam181.com

Visit us on our Facebook page at http://www.facebook.com/magicsam181 or our website
http://www.magicsam181.com/
All S.A.M. Assembly 181 videos are posted on our Vimeo channel at
https://vimeo.com/magicsam181
Society of American Magicians Assembly 181 of Hightstown meets the first Thursday of
every month, September through June at the First United Methodist Church, 187 Stockton
Street, Hightstown, NJ 08520. Doors open at 7:00 PM. Workshops start at 7:30 PM.
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Learning from a Guru
In Sanskrit, Guru is a term for a "teacher, guide, expert, or
master" of certain knowledge or field. At last month’s
meeting, our guru, Guru Subramanian lead a workshop on
the Stand-up Parlor Effects that he has been using for over
twenty years.
Guru first learned magic, when he lived in India, from books
that he was able to obtain and study. When he moved to
New York in the 1980s, he made regular visits to Tannen’s
to make purchases and learn more magic. Guru enjoys
entertaining children and doing charity work where he can
entertain with magic and mind-reading.
Guru chose four effects to perform and explain. He started
with a comedy routine, Invisible Card to Purse credited to
Wayne Dobson. A spectator is asked to remove an invisible deck from an empty coin purse.
After some by-play, a card is mentally selected and when the empty coin purse frame is
returned, the magician pulls out the folded card the spectator thought off.
Next, Guru performed the Charming
Chinese Challenge by Troy Hooser.
Troy’s wonderful routine was first
published in Destroyers all the way
back in 2001 and it does work well for
close-up or as a parlor effect.
Using Donna as a volunteer from the
audience, Guru performed Rakesh
Syam’s Aroma. You can think of this
effect as a Double Cross with
fragrances instead of marks. Donna
freely selected a fragrance, while Guru
stood on the stage a distance away,
which she could then smell on her
open palm. This distinct aroma was also be verified by other spectators. Guru’s final effect
was Ring Flight, which sent a borrowed ring to an impossible location.
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Mike Gutman opened the “Judgement Free Zone” performances with the story of the little dog
Farfel and his quest for the selected card. A tribute to Farvel the Marvel a beloved magician
from New Jersey.
Les the Mentalist did his improved version of ID7 using members Erin Ray and Conrad
Cologne and a bag of dominos for choosing random numbers. Jeff performed with four jumbo
cards that had been torn into quarters.
Robert Francis brought his street performing skill inside by performing a cup and ball routine
with just two cups but plenty of final loads. The last performer, Silly Reba with “Origamagic”
creation of a white swan and Daryl’s silk through rope routine, ending a very magical night.

Join the world’s oldest magic organization
Founded in 1902
https://www.magicsam.com
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Do You Believe In Magic - Magic for the all-around magician
The torn and restored “concept” has been around for
centuries. As far back as 1584 in The Discoverie of
Witchcraft a trick was described that involved the tearing a
goose’s head off and restoring it. Of course, if we were to
try that same trick nowadays, we would be slapped with
citations from SPCA, lawsuits from PETA and
investigations by ACLU because the goose may have been
indigenous to the US. So, to play it safe and avoid
crippling legal bills, we magicians now choose to use
simple objects like newspapers, napkins, cigarette papers
and playing cards to recreate the same effect. The
inspiration for the latest Torn and Restored Card
phenomenon was Guy Hollingsworth in his book Drawing Room Deceptions. Guy
Hollingsworth inspired scores of magicians to create their own version of this famous illusion.
Many deceptive and not so deceptive variations flowed from this initial handling. Although very
different, they all shared one thing in common, once the first piece was restored the trick
became anti-climactic. This was the tricks Achille’s heel; the result was predictable.
Unhappy with the slow, sequential and obvious outcome of the typical card restoration Joao
Miranda magic released Rejoined and Rejoined Express. Together, Joao Miranda and Julio
Montoro designed a quick, fully inspectable version of the Torn and Restored Card. Rejoined
was the first version released. It is basically a quick, single edge attachment of a playing card
torn in half.
In Rejoined the card is torn in half, the halves reversed and restored with one-half face-up and
the other face down. It does require a gimmick, but it is fully examinable at the end as
opposed to a traditional torn and restored card. Still not satisfied, they continued to develop a
newer more justifiable version and released Rejoined Express. Instead of using playing cards,
Rejoined Express uses “loyalty” cards from Starbucks and KFC. This way, there is no reason
to carry a deck. The cards are in your wallet and you have something to perform in your
pocket with no bulk. Either version looks fantastic. As the saying goes, pick your poison or
use both when the opportunity arises. The quality of the products is superb, and the “loyalty”
cards look real. I highly recommend either version.
To watch a trailer on Rejoined Express click below:
https://www.penguinmagic.com/p/12393
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Psycho Path - Magic for the Mentalist
In 2004, a gentleman named Deddy Corbuzier released a
concept called Free Will. The concept is that a spectator is
given three objects from which they are to make three
unrestricted decisions. They will make a choice as to which
object they will put in their pocket, which object will be given
to the performer to hold and which they will hold
themselves. After making all three unrestricted choices and
even given a chance to change their mind, a prediction is
read which reveals that the same very three decisions were
predicted and predetermined.
Not unexpectedly, since the original release of Free Will
multiple variations have been developed. These variations are of course minor tweaks to the
original concept, some for the better and some for the worse. The props used cannot really be
called props in themselves since the routine will typically use ordinary objects readily available.
Objects such as bills (money), cards (business and credit), coins, pens, phones, keys, and
wallets, all of which are accumulated at a moment’s notice. The revelation relies on the
ambiguous nature of the prediction itself. By using the pronouns, I and You, the result of the
prediction changes depending on who reads the prediction. For example, if the prediction is as
follows, it is clear the location of the held objects’ changes depending on who reads the
revelation.
Pocket has card
I have the coin
You have the bill
Although a great concept it does require some mental agility and psychological forcing to make
it work. There had to be a better, less complicated way. The solution came in a simple
gimmick designed by Steve Haynes and produced by Paul Harris called Fair Play. Fair Play is
a revelation encased in a key chain fob. Written on a small piece of notepad, sandwiched in
plastic is the prediction. Fair Play reduced the brain work to a minimum but still packed the
same punch. Once the objects and locations are decided by the spectator, all that is needed
to do it to remove the encased prediction from its holder and depending on conditions be read
by the spectator or performer. Fair Play is an incredibly well made, easy to do routine which
now reduces the complexity of the original to almost no thinking, and that’s a good thing. If
you would like to explore the Free Will concept but are worried about the required mental
gymnastics Fair Play by Paul Harris Productions is the way to go.
To watch a trailer on Fair Play at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=njN_pVg7wQE
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Tricks Are for Kids - Magic for the kid magician
There are so many “tricks” that have been relegated to
the junk drawer because they lack a sensible routine. I
am always intrigued when a performer takes an old
standby which is almost never shown and does a routine
with it.
At the most recent A.C.E. meeting member Drew
Cardella performed What’s Next by Tenyo Magic. What’s
Next should be familiar to those who have been involved
in magic for a while. Basically, it is a card that is shown
to have one spot on one side and four spots on the other.
As time progresses the number of spots change on both
sides until the climax, which is more spots than anyone
can expect.
This trick has been a staple of magicians decades back and somehow fell out of favor. I
wonder why since the trick itself is a clever one. I suspect that somewhere along the way, the
script sounded out of date and tired. Like many older tricks like the Troublewit (look it up if you
are not familiar with it) no one took the time to revitalize the scripting. There was an attempt by
Bill Abbott to bring it back to life with his release of Spots by magician Michael Ross but I do
not think it hit the mark. Michael Ross uses the Nielsen Dynamo Spot Card which happens to
be an extremely well made and deceptive version of the trick.
Another attempt to update its look and bring to it a childlike appeal was a chocolate chip cookie
version called Mrs. Brown’s Magic Cookie by Todd Brown but sadly like What’s Next it is no
longer available. I regret not buying this one because the storyline made sense for kids and
the prop looked like it was well made. Confusing Die by John Fabjance is still around but it is
much smaller in size. Its premise is an eye exam. I am sure many magicians have one or
another version of this routine and it may be a nice exercise in creativity to take it out and flesh
out a routine for it.
I have to say, that Drew inspired me to revisit my approach to the Spot Card concept and
review and rewrite the script I made for it. The A.C.E., Association of Children’s Entertainers
meets monthly at the same place that SAM Assembly 181 meets. The A.C.E. meetings take
place the fourth Thursday of every month except for July and August which no meetings take
place. Doors open a 7 PM and there is always a theme. We encourage anyone who is
interested in family entertainment to give the group a try.
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Magic Calendar
THUR
MAR 5
SUN
MAR 8

MON
MAR 9
MON
MAR 9
THUR
MAR 12

S.A.M. Assembly 181 meeting on Thursday, March 5, 2020, at the First
United Methodist Church, 187 Stockton Street, Hightstown, NJ 08520.
Zack Zarfati will lead a workshop on Invisible Thread. Doors open at 7 PM.
http://magicsam181.com
Family Magic Show with performances by members of SAM Assembly
181 at the Adath Israel Congregation’s Purim Carnival & Magic Show on
Sunday, March 8, 2020. Adath Israel is located at 1958 Lawrenceville
Road (Route 206) across from Rider University, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648.
Carnival starts at 10 am, Magic Show at 11 am. Kids $15, Adults $10,
children under 3 are free.
S.A.M. Assembly 161 meets on the second Monday of each month.
March 9, 2020, at the Stoney Brook Grille, 1285 Easton Turnpike in
Branchburg, NJ 08876.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SAM161CALENDAR/about/
I.B.M Ring 6, The Delaware Valley Conjurers Club regularly meets every
2nd Monday, on March 9, 2020, at the First Presbyterian Church of
Springfield – Lambert Hall, 356 Summit Rd., Springfield, PA 19064. Doors
open at 7:00 PM. https://ibmring6.com/
Delaware Knights of Magic meeting is on Thursday, March 12, 2020, a
Cokesbury Village, 726 Loveville Rd, Hockessin, DE 19707 at 7:30 PM
https://www.dkom.org/

TUES
MAR 17

I.B.M. Ring 200 meets on Tuesday, March 17, 2020, 7:00 PM (Doors open
at 6:30 PM) at the Thomas Jefferson Middle School in Edison, New Jersey

THUR
MAR 19

S.A.M. Assembly 4 meeting is on Thursday, March 19, 2020, at the Polish
Home, 9150 Academy Road, Philadelphia, PA 19114, doors open at 6:30
PM.

TUES
MAR 26

A.C.E., the Association of Children’s Entertainers meets on Thursday,
March 26, 2020, at the First United Methodist Church, 187 Stockton
Street, Hightstown, NJ 08520. Doors open at 7:00 PM.

THUR
APR 2

S.A.M. Assembly 181 meeting on Thursday, April 2, 2020, at the First
United Methodist Church, 187 Stockton Street, Hightstown, NJ 08520.
Doors open at 7:00 PM. http://magicsam181.com

Visit the Magic Calendar on our SAM 181 website at http://magicsam181.com/?page_id=95
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